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Abstract. The greedoids (as defined in 1981 by Korte and Lóvász) are a class of set
systems similar to the matroids (but more permissive). Inspired by Bhargava’s gen-
eralized factorials, we introduce a greedoid of maximum-perimeter subsets in a finite
ultrametric space (actually, in a somewhat more general setting than that). We prove
that it is a Gaussian elimination greedoid over any sufficiently large (e.g., infinite) field;
this is a greedoid analogue of a representable matroid. We establish further properties
of this greedoid, generalizing two facts shown by Bhargava. We also briefly discuss its
relation to a greedoid appearing in phylogenetics, as well as a multiset analogue.
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1 Introduction

Since it was coined in 1981 by Korte and Lóvász, the concept of a greedoid has seen signif-
icant developments [9] and shown up in multiple mathematical fields. It is a type of set
system (i.e., a set of subsets of a given ground set E) that can be viewed as a weakening
of the notion of a matroid; more precisely, the independent sets of a matroid form a
greedoid. In this abstract, we shall define a greedoid stemming from Bhargava’s theory
of generalized factorials (in a setting significantly more general than Bhargava’s) and
prove that it is a Gaussian elimination greedoid over any sufficiently large (e.g., infinite)
field (a greedoid analogue of a representable matroid). Roughly speaking, the sets that
belong to this greedoid are subsets of maximum perimeter (among all subsets of their
size) of an ultrametric space. (Our setup is actually more general, allowing distances in
an arbitrary ordered abelian group and allowing vertex weights to influence the perime-
ters.) We shall contrast this greedoid – which we have dubbed the Bhargava greedoid –
with the strong greedoid of maximum-diversity leaf sets of a phylogenetic tree found by
Moulton, Semple and Steel in [10]. We shall also derive analogues of some of our results
to multisets instead of sets.

The results in this abstract are proved in detail in [8] and in [7].
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2 Greedoids and strong greedoids

We begin with some fundamental definitions.

Definition 2.1. Let E be a set. A set system on the ground set E is defined to mean a set of
subsets of E.

Greedoids – just as matroids – can be defined as a certain class of set systems:

Definition 2.2. Let E be a finite set. A set system F on the ground set E is said to be a greedoid
if it satisfies the following three axioms:

(i) We have ∅ ∈ F .

(ii) If B ∈ F satisfies |B| > 0, then there exists b ∈ B such that B \ {b} ∈ F .

(iii) If A, B ∈ F satisfy |B| = |A|+ 1, then there exists b ∈ B \ A such that A ∪ {b} ∈ F .

Furthermore, F is said to be a strong greedoid if it satisfies the following axiom (in addition to
(i), (ii) and (iii)):

(iv) If A, B ∈ F satisfy |B| = |A|+ 1, then there exists b ∈ B \ A such that A ∪ {b} ∈ F
and B \ {b} ∈ F .

Note that axiom (iv) implies axiom (iii). We notice that a greedoid F that is sub-
clusive (i.e., that satisfies (A ∈ F and B ⊆ A) =⇒ (B ∈ F )) is the same as a matroid
(defined in terms of independent sets).

The fruits of the first 10 years of greedoid theory are gathered in the monograph [9];
more has been done since. Greedoids have shown up in phylogenetics [10] and chip-
firing theory [5]; they have also proven to be a source of shellable simplicial complexes
([4], [9, Ch. XII]). Strong greedoids appear in [9] under the name “Gauss greedoids”,
albeit with a different definition (whose equivalence to our definition is proved in [6]).

In this note, we shall concern ourselves with an even more restrictive class of gree-
doids: the Gaussian elimination greedoids. Our definition of this class follows [9, §IV.2.3],
except that we will be using vector families instead of matrices (which is equivalent,
since any matrix can be identified with the vector family consisting of its columns):

Definition 2.3. Let E be a finite set. Let1 m ∈ N satisfy m > |E|. Let K be a field. For each
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, let πk : Km → Kk be the canonical projection that removes all but the first k
coordinates of a column vector. (That is, πk

(
(a1, a2, . . . , am)

T
)
= (a1, a2, . . . , ak)

T.)
For each e ∈ E, let ve ∈ Km be a column vector. The family (ve)e∈E will be called a vector

family over K.

1Here and in the following, N denotes the set {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
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Let G be the following set of subsets of E:{
F ⊆ E | the family

(
π|F| (ve)

)
e∈F
∈
(

K|F|
)F

is linearly independent
}

.

Then, G is called the Gaussian elimination greedoid of the vector family (ve)e∈E.

Example 2.4. Let K = Q and E = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and m = 4. Let v1, v2, v3, v4, v5 ∈ K5 be the
columns of the 5× 5-matrix 

0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0
0 2 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 .

Then, the Gaussian elimination greedoid of the vector family (ve)e∈E = (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) is

{∅, {2} , {3} , {5} , {1, 2} , {1, 3} , {1, 5} , {2, 3} , {2, 5} , {1, 2, 3} , {1, 2, 5} , {1, 2, 3, 5}} .

For example, the 3-element set {1, 2, 5} belongs to this greedoid because the corresponding family
(π3 (ve))e∈{1,2,5} ∈

(
K3){1,2,5} is linearly independent (indeed, this family consists of the vectors

(0, 1, 0)T, (1, 1, 2)T and (1, 0, 1)T).

Any Gaussian elimination greedoid is a strong greedoid. (This is implicit in [9], and
not hard to prove using the Plücker identity; see [7, §11] for details.)

If F is a strong greedoid, and k ∈ N, then the k-element sets in F (if they exist) are
the bases of a matroid. If F is a Gaussian elimination greedoid over a field K, then this
matroid is representable over K.

3 V-ultra triples

We now come to our main concept: the “V-ultra triple”, a generalization of ultrametric
spaces that supports vertex weights. First, an auxiliary notation is needed:

Definition 3.1. Let E be a set. Then, E× E shall denote the set {(e, f ) ∈ E× E | e 6= f }.

Convention 3.2. Fix a totally ordered abelian group (V,+, 0,6) (with ground set V, group
operation +, zero 0 and smaller-or-equal relation 6). We shall refer to this group simply as V.
We will use the ∑ sign for finite sums inside this group, and we will denote the maximum of a
subset S of V (with respect to the relation 6) by max S.

For almost all examples we know, it suffices to set V to be the abelian group R, or
even Z. Nevertheless, we shall work in full generality, as it serves to separate objects
that would otherwise easily be confused.
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Definition 3.3. A V-ultra triple shall mean a triple (E, w, d) consisting of:

• a set E, called the ground set of this V-ultra triple;

• a map w : E→ V;

• a map d : E× E→ V required to satisfy the following axioms:

– Symmetry: We have d (a, b) = d (b, a) for any two distinct elements a and b of E.

– Ultrametric triangle inequality: We have d (a, b) 6 max {d (a, c) , d (b, c)} for
any three distinct elements a, b and c of E.

If (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple and e ∈ E, then the value w (e) ∈ V is called the weight of e.
If (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple and e and f are two distinct elements of E, then the value

d (e, f ) ∈ V is called the distance between e and f .

Example 3.4. Let E be a subset of Z. Let m be any integer. Let ε, α ∈ V satisfy ε 6 α. Define a
map w : E→ V arbitrarily. Define a map d : E× E→ V by

d (a, b) =

{
ε, if a ≡ b mod m;
α, if a 6≡ b mod m

for all (a, b) ∈ E× E.

It is easy to see that (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple.

Example 3.5. For this example, we set V = Z, we fix a prime number p and a subset E of Z,
and we define a map d′ : E× E→ Z by setting

d′ (a, b) = −vp (a− b) for all (a, b) ∈ E× E.

Here, for any nonzero m ∈ Z, we let vp (m) denote the p-adic valuation of m (that is, the
largest nonnegative integer k such that pk | m). We define the weights w (a) ∈ Z arbitrarily.
Then, (E, w, d) is an V-ultra triple.

Another example of a V-ultra triple originates in graph theory:

Example 3.6. Let T be a tree (i.e., a connected finite undirected graph that has no cycles). For
each edge e of T, fix some nonnegative λ (e) ∈ V; this λ (e) will be called the weight of e.

For any two vertices u and v of T, let λ (u, v) denote the sum of the weights of all edges on
the (unique) path from u to v. This λ (u, v) generalizes the usual (graph-theoretical) distance
between u and v (which is obtained when λ (e) = 1 for each edge e).

Let E be a subset of the vertex set of T. Define a map w : E → V arbitrarily. Fix any vertex
r of T, and define a map d : E× E→ V by setting

d (x, y) = λ (x, y)− λ (x, r)− λ (y, r) for each (x, y) ∈ E× E.

Then, (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple.
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The notion of a V-ultra triple generalizes the notion of an ultra triple as defined in
[8] (where further examples are given). More precisely, if V = R, then a V-ultra triple is
the same as what is called an “ultra triple” in [8]. All the definitions and results stated
in [8] for ultra triples adapt easily to the more general setting of V-ultra triples.

Definition 3.7. Let (E, w, d) be a V-ultra triple. Let A be a finite subset of E. Then, the
perimeter of A (with respect to (E, w, d)) is defined to be

PER (A) := ∑
a∈A

w (a) + ∑
{a,b}⊆A;

a 6=b

d (a, b) ∈ V.

(Here, the second sum ranges over all unordered pairs {a, b} of distinct elements of A.)

For example, if A = {p, q, r} is a 3-element set, then

PER (A) = w (p) + w (q) + w (r) + d (p, q) + d (p, r) + d (q, r) .

Definition 3.8. Let (E, w, d) be a V-ultra triple. The Bhargava greedoid of (E, w, d) is defined
to be the set

{A ⊆ E | A has maximum perimeter among all |A| -element subsets of E}
= {A ⊆ E | PER (A) > PER (B) for all B ⊆ E satisfying |B| = |A|} .

4 The main theorem

Convention 4.1. For this whole section, we fix a V-ultra triple (E, w, d) such that E is finite.

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 4.2. Let F be the Bhargava greedoid of (E, w, d). Let K be a field of size |K| > |E|.
Then, F is the Gaussian elimination greedoid of a vector family over K.

We shall prove a stronger fact, which will however require some more terminology:

Definition 4.3. Let α ∈ V. An α-clique of (E, w, d) will mean a subset F of E such that any
two distinct elements a, b ∈ F satisfy d (a, b) = α.

Definition 4.4. A clique of (E, w, d) will mean a subset of E that is an α-clique for some α ∈ V.

Thus, any subset of E having size 6 1 is a clique (and an α-clique for every α ∈ V).

Definition 4.5. Let mcs (E, w, d) denote the maximum size of a clique of (E, w, d).

Clearly, mcs (E, w, d) 6 |E|. Thus, the following theorem generalizes Theorem 4.2:

Theorem 4.6. Let F be the Bhargava greedoid of (E, w, d). Let K be a field of size |K| >
mcs (E, w, d). Then, F is the Gaussian elimination greedoid of a vector family over K.
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5 Greedy permutations

Convention 5.1. For this whole section, we fix a V-ultra triple (E, w, d).

The notion of a greedoid owes its name to the phenomenon that (usually) when the
sets solving an optimization problem form a greedoid, then they can be constructed
efficiently by a greedy algorithm (see [9] for some instances). The Bhargava greedoid
is no exception. Given a V-ultra triple (E, w, d) and a k ∈ N, the greedy algorithm
for constructing a k-element subset of E of maximum perimeter works as one would
expect: Start with the empty set, and add elements to it one by one, each time choosing
an element that maximizes the increment it contributes to the perimeter. This leads to
sequences we call greedy permutations:

Definition 5.2. Let C be a subset of E, and let m ∈ N. A greedy m-permutation of C is a
list (c1, c2, . . . , cm) of m distinct elements of C such that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and each
x ∈ C \ {c1, c2, . . . , ci−1}, we have PER {c1, c2, . . . , ci} > PER {c1, c2, . . . , ci−1, x}.

Example 5.3. Let m = 2 and E = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Let V, ε, α and d be as in Example 3.4. Define
w : E→ V such that w (a) = 0 for all a ∈ E.

Then, a pair (i, j) of elements of E is a greedy 2-permutation of E if and only if i 6≡ j mod 2.
The pair (1, 3) is a greedy 2-permutation of {1, 3, 5}, but not of E.
Also, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is a greedy 5-permutation of E, but (1, 2, 3, 5, 4) is not.

If C is a finite subset of E, then a greedy m-permutation of C exists for each m ∈
{0, 1, . . . , |C|}. Moreover, the greedy m-permutations generate all maximum-perimeter
subsets of E, in the sense that the following theorems ([8, §4]) hold:

Theorem 5.4. Let C be any subset of E, and let m be a nonnegative integer.
Let (c1, c2, . . . , cm) be any greedy m-permutation of C.
Then, for each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, the set {c1, c2, . . . , ck} has maximum perimeter among all

k-element subsets of C (and thus belongs to the Bhargava greedoid of (E, w, d)).

Theorem 5.5. Let C be any finite subset of E, and let m be a nonnegative integer such that
|C| > m. Let k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}.

Let A be a k-element subset of C having maximum perimeter (among the k-element sub-
sets of C). Then, there exists a greedy m-permutation (v1, v2, . . . , vm) of C such that A =
{v1, v2, . . . , vk}.

6 The connection to Bhargava’s p-orderings

Greedy m-permutations generalize the notion of P-orderings introduced by Manjul Bhar-
gava in [2, Section 2] (which, in turn, has the p-orderings in [3, Section 4] and [1, Section
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2] as particular cases). Bhargava already observed the possibility of such a generalization
in the paragraph after the proof of Lemma 2 in [2], but never elaborated further on it.

In this abstract, we merely outline the simplest case, in which the underlying Dedekind
ring is Z. We refer to [8, §9] for the general setting.

Let V, p, E, vp (m) and d′ be as in Example 3.5. Define a map w : E → Z by setting
w (e) = 0 for each e ∈ E.

Bhargava defines a P-ordering of E to be a sequence (a0, a1, a2, . . .) of elements of
E constructed recursively as follows: For each k ∈ N, we define ak (assuming that
a0, a1, . . . , ak−1 are already defined) to be an element of E minimizing the quantity

vp ((ak − a0) (ak − a1) · · · (ak − ak−1))

(where we set vp (0) = +∞ and consider +∞ to be larger than any integer). In order
not to be distracted by the infiniteness of such sequences, we instead consider a finite
analogue of P-orderings, which we call (P, m)-orderings (for some m ∈ N); these are
defined just as P-orderings, except for being m-tuples instead of infinite sequences.

Now, it is easy to see that if C is a subset of E such that |C| > m, then a (P, m)-
ordering of C is the same as a greedy m-permutation of C (with respect to the V-ultra
triple (E, w, d′)). Thus, [2, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2] can easily be derived from the above
Theorems 5.4 and 5.5.

The “P-orderings of order h” defined in [1, Section 2.2] can also be regarded as a
particular case of greedy m-permutations; we only need to modify the map d′.

7 Greedy subsequences

Greedy m-permutations of a subset of a V-ultra triple consist of distinct elements by
definition. One might wonder if there is an analogue that allows equal entries. Of
course, this requires having distances of the form d (a, a), which are not supported by
the notion of a V-ultra triple; thus, we need a somewhat stronger notion:

Definition 7.1. A full V-ultra triple shall mean a triple (E, w, d) consisting of:

• a set E, called the ground set of this full V-ultra triple;

• a map w : E→ V;

• a map d : E× E→ V required to satisfy the following axioms:

– Symmetry: We have d (a, b) = d (b, a) for any two elements a and b of E.

– Ultrametric triangle inequality: We have d (a, b) 6 max {d (a, c) , d (b, c)} for
any three elements a, b and c of E.
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If (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple such that E is finite, then it is easy to see that d can be
extended to a map d : E× E→ V such that

(
E, w, d

)
is a full V-ultra triple. For infinite

E, such an extension may or may not exist.

Convention 7.2. For the rest of this section, we fix a full V-ultra triple (E, w, d).

We shall not consider multisets, but instead simply work with tuples: The perimeter
of any m-tuple a = (a1, a2, . . . , am) ∈ Em is defined as

PER (a) :=
m

∑
k=1

w (ak) + ∑
16i<j6m

d
(
ai, aj

)
.

In analogy to Definition 5.2, we now define:

Definition 7.3. Let C be a subset of E, and let m ∈ N. A greedy m-subsequence of C is an
m-tuple (c1, c2, . . . , cm) ∈ Cm such that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and each x ∈ C, we have
PER (c1, c2, . . . , ci) > PER (c1, c2, . . . , ci−1, x).

Thus, a greedy m-subsequence may revisit elements of C multiple times (but will
generally try to avoid doing so as long as it can, since the ultrametric triangle inequality
entails d (a, a) 6 d (a, c) for any a, c ∈ E). We now have the following analogues of
Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 (see [8, §8]):

Theorem 7.4. Let C be any subset of E, and let m be a nonnegative integer.
Let (c1, c2, . . . , cm) be any greedy m-subsequence of C.
Then, for each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, the k-subsequence (c1, c2, . . . , ck) has maximum perimeter

among all k-subsequences of C.

Theorem 7.5. Let C be any finite nonempty subset of E, and let m be a nonnegative integer. Let
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}.

Let a be any k-subsequence of C with maximum perimeter. Then, there exists a greedy m-
subsequence (c1, c2, . . . , cm) of C such that a is a permutation of the k-tuple (c1, c2, . . . , ck).

8 Proof outline for Theorem 4.6

Let us briefly survey how Theorem 4.6 is proved; for details, we refer to [7, §§4–9]. The
proofs of the combinatorial results can be found in [8].

The proof relies on constructing a rather wide but manageable class of V-ultra triples
and proving that their Bhargava greedoids are Gaussian elimination greedoids, and sub-
sequently showing that every finite V-ultra triple is isomorphic to one in this class. We
call these the valadic V-ultra triples.
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To define them, we proceed as follows. We fix a field K. Let L denote the group
algebra K [V] of the group V over K. This is a free K-module with basis (tα)α∈V;
it becomes a commutative K-algebra with unity t0 and with multiplication given by
tαtβ = tα+β for all α, β ∈ V. Let V>0 = {α ∈ V | α > 0}; this is a submonoid of the
group V. Let L+ be the span of the tα with α ∈ V>0; this is a K-subalgebra of L.

Example 8.1. If V = Z (with the usual addition and total order), then V>0 = N. In this case,
the group algebra L is the Laurent polynomial ring K

[
X, X−1] in a single indeterminate X over

K (indeed, each tα plays the role of Xα), and its subalgebra L+ is the polynomial ring K [X].

If a ∈ L is nonzero, then the order of a is defined to be the smallest β ∈ V such that
the coefficient of tβ in a is nonzero. This order is an element of V, and is denoted by
ord a. For example, ord (t2 − t3 + 5t6) = 2 (if V = Z).

The following properties of orders are straightforward to check:

Lemma 8.2. (a) A nonzero element a ∈ L belongs to L+ if and only if its order ord a is
nonnegative (i.e., we have ord a > 0).

(b) We have ord (−a) = ord a for any nonzero a ∈ L.
(c) Let a and b be two nonzero elements of L. Then, ab is nonzero and satisfies ord (ab) =

ord a + ord b. (In particular, L is an integral domain.)
(d) Let a and b be two nonzero elements of L such that a + b is nonzero. Then, ord (a + b) >

min {ord a, ord b}.

We can now assign a V-ultra triple to each subset of L:

Definition 8.3. Let E be a subset of L. Define a map d : E× E→ V by setting

d (a, b) = − ord (a− b) for all (a, b) ∈ E× E.

Then, (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple whenever w : E → V is a map (this follows easily from
Lemma 8.2). Such a V-ultra triple (E, w, d) will be called valadic.

Now, the first half of the proof of Theorem 4.6 is showing the theorem for valadic
V-ultra triples:

Theorem 8.4. Let E be a finite subset of L. Define d as in Definition 8.3. Let w : E → V be
a map. Then, the Bhargava greedoid of the V-ultra triple (E, w, d) is the Gaussian elimination
greedoid of a vector family over K.

The main tool in the proof of this theorem is a slightly generalized Vandermonde
determinant:

Lemma 8.5. Let R be a commutative ring. For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, let f j ∈ R [X] be a monic
polynomial of degree j− 1. Let u1, u2, . . . , um be m elements of R. Then,

det
((

f j (ui)
)

16i6m, 16j6m

)
= ∏

m>i>j>1

(
ui − uj

)
.
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Here, the notation
(
bi,j
)

16i6p, 16j6q denotes the p× q-matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is bi,j

for all i and j.

Proof of Theorem 8.4 (outline). Let m = |E|. Let (c1, c2, . . . , cm) be a greedy m-permutation
of E. For each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, define a ρk ∈ V by

ρk = w (ck) +
k−1

∑
i=1

d (ci, ck) = PER {c1, c2, . . . , ck} − PER {c1, c2, . . . , ck−1} .

Consider the polynomial ring L [X]. For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, we define a monic
polynomial f j ∈ L [X] by f j = (X− c1) (X− c2) · · ·

(
X− cj−1

)
. It is easy to see (using

the definition of a greedy m-permutation) that

tρj−w(e) f j (e) ∈ L+ for every e ∈ E and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} .

This allows us to define an a (e, j) ∈ L+ by a (e, j) = tρj−w(e) f j (e) for every e ∈ E and
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. Let π : L+ → K be the K-algebra homomorphism that sends each
x ∈ L+ to the coefficient of t0 in x. For each e ∈ E, define a column vector ve ∈ Km by

ve = (π (a (e, 1)) , π (a (e, 2)) , . . . , π (a (e, m)))T .

Using Lemma 8.5, we can see that G is the Gaussian elimination greedoid of the
vector family (ve)e∈E.

The second ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4.6 is a theorem stating that if (E, w, d)
is a V-ultra triple with finite ground set E, and if K is a field of size |K| > mcs (E, w, d),
then (E, w, d) is isomorphic2 to a valadic V-ultra triple. This is proved by strong in-
duction on |E|, where the induction step involves identifying a hierachical structure in
V-ultra triples: If (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple with 1 < |E| < ∞, then we can define
the diameter of (E, w, d) to be α = max (d (E× E)). If we now pick a maximum-size
α-clique {e1, e2, . . . , em} of (E, w, d), then the balls B◦α (e1) , B◦α (e2) , . . . , B◦α (em) (where
B◦α ( f ) := {g ∈ E | f = g or d ( f , g) < α} is an open ball as defined in metric space
theory) are disjoint and constitute a set partition of E, and we can restrict our V-ultra
triple to any of these balls to obtain a smaller V-ultra triple with diameter smaller than
α. By the induction hypothesis, each of these smaller V-ultra triples is isomorphic to a
valadic one; by appropriately shifting the ground sets of the latter valadic V-ultra triples
and taking their union, we then obtain a valadic V-ultra triple isomorphic to (E, w, d).

2Isomorphism between V-ultra triples is defined in the natural way (i.e., there must be a bijection that
forms commutative triangles with w and d).
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9 A phylogenetic analogue

In Example 3.6, we have constructed a V-ultra triple (E, w, d) for any tree T, any vertex r
of T, any weight function λ : {edges of T} → V and any map w : E→ V. A particularly
prominent instance of this kind of data is when T is an edge-weighted phylogenetic tree
(one of the basic concepts in mathematical biology – see, e.g., [11]), the vertex r is its
root, while E is the set of its leaves. In this case, we can regard the perimeter PER (A) of
a subset A of E to be a measure of “broadness” of A. The sets in the Bhargava greedoid
of (E, w, d) thus are the optimal solutions to a “Noah’s ark” type problem: how do we
choose a maximally representative (i.e., maximally broad) small sample from the taxa
(i.e., the leaves of our phylogenetic tree)? (The weights w (e) can come useful if some
taxa are more desirable than others.)

It turns out that a similar problem has been considered in the biology literature ([10]
and references therein). The main difference is that biologists define the phylogenetic di-
versity of a subset A of E to be the sum of the weights of all edges on the minimal subtree
connecting all leaves in A. This is not the same as PER (A), and indeed behaves some-
what differently; for example, for a star-shaped tree, the phylogenetic diversity grows
linearly in the size of A, while the perimeter grows quadratically. Nevertheless, the two
concepts are sufficiently similar that the maximum-diversity subsets (in the biologists’
sense) also form a strong greedoid; this was proved by Moulton, Semple and Steel in
2006 [10, Theorem 3.2]. (The two greedoids are generally different, and we don’t know
whether the latter is a Gaussian elimination greedoid as well.)

Let us finally remark that the assignment of V-ultra triples to edge-weighted phylo-
genetic trees is not a one-way road. There is a construction that (to some extent) inverts
it: If (E, w, d) is a V-ultra triple with finite ground set E, then the iterative disassembling
procedure we sketched at the end of Section 8 (which begins by splitting E into a disjoint
union of balls, and then proceeds recursively by applying the same construction to these
balls) produces a tree which, if appropriately edge-weighted, encodes the V-ultra triple
(E, w, d). If we apply the construction from Example 3.6 to it, we recover an isomorphic
copy of (E, w, d). The two transformations (triple to tree and backwards) are not literally
inverse, and the precise connection is yet to be explored.

10 Further questions

Several questions are left to be answered:

1. Is the bound |K| > mcs (E, w, d) in Theorem 4.6 optimal? (See [7, §4] for details.)

2. Does some multiset analogue of Bhargava greedoids underlie Theorems 7.4 and 7.5?

3. Is the Moulton–Semple–Steel greedoid [10] a Gaussian elimination greedoid?
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4. Both the Bhargava greedoid and the Moulton–Semple–Steel greedoid are obtained
by picking the subsets of E maximizing a statistic (perimeter or phylogenetic di-
versity). Is there a more general class of statistics defined on subsets of E whose
maximizers form a greedoid?
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